DRAFT -- 7/15/96
Headquarters HSCA Administrative File (62-117290)
440 “not open” RIFs
399 of these 440 RIFs contain NAR redactions
FBI initial review complete. Entire file was processed under JFK Act, in the sense that a
RIF is associated with every document in the file, even those totally withheld as NAR.
HSCA Subject Files
Approximately 209,000 pages awaiting FBI review
In last 12 months, approximately 28,000 pages have been reviewed
JFK Task Force has informally advised that it estimates that, with current resource levels and
review procedures, it will take approximately six years to complete review
To date, FBI has not made any NAR redactions (Carol Keeley is confirming this). FBI has
understood that, if information was provided to HSCA for its Kennedy investigation, then
NAR claims are inappropriate. Where FBI believes that a particular document or part of a
file was not provided to the HSCA, the FBI so indicates with a “kick sheet,” but does not
process it under the JFK Act or create a RIF for the withheld material.
Carol Keeley believes, but will attempt to confirm, that the JFK Task Force “double-checked”
that it had identified all of the records provided to the HSCA in its Kennedy investigation.
(The FOIA section had already identified these records before the Task Force was created.)
Carol is not familiar with the corresponding files reviewed in the HSCA’s King investigation
(volume, current location, etc.)
Headquarters Church Committee File (62-116395)
480 “not open” RIFs
407 of these 480 RIFs contain NAR redactions
FBI initial review complete. Entire file has been reviewed under the JFK Act, in the sense
that a RIF is associated with every document in the file, even those totally withheld as NAR.
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There is no set of “Church Committee subject files” -- theoretically, all records provided by
FBI to the Church Committee are part of this file, often as “enclosures behind file” (“EBFs”).

